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for aeveral years, the dairy induatry ha.a been 111.king an 
adjuatment to conauaer demand. The per capita consumption of 
butter declined frOlll 17. 3 pounds in 19391 to 9. 2 pound• ln 1955.2 
Along with this change has come an adjuatment in the nuaber of 
creac.eries operating in South Dakota. The number of plant• decreased 
from 120 in 1942 to 73 in 1957. 3 The largest decline waa among the 
plants producing less than 500, 000 pounds of butter annually. 4 
Two basic approaches to this situation have been taken by 
the dairy industry. One method ha.a been the uae of advertising to 
increase consumer preference for butt~r . The other approach haa 
been to mate adjustment• in proceaaing and marketing. 
An effective ceans of adjusting the manufacturing operations 
has been evident in the Minnesota dairy induatry for about twenty 
years . That aethod is the' consolidation of cooperative creaaeriea . 
Interest in a prograa of this nature for South Dakota was stiaulated 
by the recent merger of two cooperative creameries. 
1 Brneat Peder, Delbert P. Breazeale and Richard Newberg, 
Quality Aspects of Butter Marketing in South Dakota, Bulletin 443, 
Agricultural Hxperlment Station, South Dakota State College, Brookings 
April , 1955, p . s. 
2 The National PoOd Situation, MPL-75, United States Departaent 
of Agriculture , Agricultural Marketing Service, Washington, D.C., 
February, 1956, p. 12. 
3 Leonard Benning, Extension 5-ervice , South Dakota State 
College, Brookings , (Private Communication), September, 1957. 
4 Peder , Breazeale and Newberg, ~ • ~• • pp. 18- 19. 
Objective• of the Study 
Becauae of the interest in conaolidation of cooperative 
creaaeriea, tbia atudy waa Wldertaken with two main objective• in 
mind. These objectives are: 
1. To determine the advantages and disadvantages of mergers 
of cooperative creaaeries in South Dakota. 
2. To det ermine aanagera' opiniona of mergers. 
laaportance of the Problem 
2 
Dairy products as a sour ce of income in South Dakota ranked 
aixt b in i mpor t ance in 1955. The cub far• income from dairy product• 
wu $27,832, 000 or 5. 3 per cent of the t otal of $528, 893, 000 derived . 
f r om crop• and livestoct . 5 ' However,~the full importance of dairying 
ia not evident i n t hese figures alone . 
Dairying is a s t able s ource of income to many farmers , par-
ticularly in the eutern half of Sout h Dakota, because it is leaa 
aubject t o price and weather fluct uations than other farm enterpr ises. 
Mor eover , 65 per cent of the fal'lllS in Sout h Dakota reported sales 
of dai ry products ia, 19S4. 6 In the hir,h risk areas, it is impottant 
t o maximize the stable income enterprise. 
5 South Dakota Agr i culture 1956, South Dakota Crop and Live-
stock Reporting Service, Sioux Palla, March, 1957, p. 75 . 
6 United State• Bureau of t he Census , Unit ed States Census of 
Agri culture: 1954, Vol. I ., Countiea and State Ec:onoiilc Areas, Part 
I I , Unit ed States Government Pr inting Office , Washington, D.c., 
1956, pp. 198, 210. 
Procedure 
Studiea of intra- plant costs have been done in other states 
as well u South Dakota , but these have not previoualy been related 
to consolidation in South Dakota. A portion of this atudy is 
concerned with relating these studies to the situation in South 
Dakota and pointing out the relationships between vol11111.e of pro-
duction and coats, quality and sales. 
The second phase of the study was concerned with determining 
aanagers• opinions of cooperative mergers. A questionnaire was 
developed to discover their outlook for cooperative creameries in 
South Dakota, and to determine their reaction to secondary meana 
of coat reduction such aa cooperative buying and selling agreements ., 
and colllllOn brand names as well as marketing associations and mergers. 
Pr om a list of the cooperative c reameries in the state, a 
25 per cent random sample was selected. The 11&nager• of the eleven 
plants were contacted by_personal interview during July, 19S7. 
3 
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ADVANTAGES OP CONSOLIDATION 
The advantages of consolidntion of cooperative creuieriea 
fall into three broad, inter- related area, with the main objec tive 
being to mxWze income and reduce costs. These are coat of plant 
operation, quality control and price& received for butter sold. 
Thia chapter will discuss the advautages of consolidat ion aa they 
apply to South Dakota•• cooperatiye creaaeries. 
Coat of Plant Operation 
One meana of measuring plant effic iency is according t o 
the cost per pound of butter manufac tured. This has been studied 
by South Dakota State College ~nd other colleges. One of the 
moat recent publications on plant effic iency was released by 
Iowa State College. 
Prazer , Nielsen and Mord pointed out that the number of Iowa 
creameries has been decreasing. 7 There were 237, 825, 000 pounds of 
butter produced by 480 creameries during 1934. By 1949, these . 
figures decreued to 193, 153, 000 pounds and 390 creaaeriea. The 
a-Yerage output per creaMry rose slightly from approximately •94,000 
pounds per plant t o 495, 000 pounds in the same period. 
Costa in Thirteen Sample Plants 
Thirteen Iowa plants which were considering consolidation 
7 ~ 
J . R. Prazer, V.H. Nielsen and' J . D. Nord, The Coat of Nanu-
!!s.!uring Butter, Bulletin 389, Agricultural Experiment Station , Iowa 
State College, Ames, June , 1952. 
were •elected for a detailed analysis of t heir co,ta of processing 
and aaaeabl y. The annual butter production of the aample plant• 
ranged fro• 173. 000 to 2. 958.000 pounda and was representatiTe of 
the range of production volUJ1e1 for the entire state. 
s 
The total coats per pound varied from 8 . 10 cents in the amall-
eat plant t o 2 . •o cent• in the s econd largest plant. There was a 
rapid decline in cost per pound up to 624. 000 pou.nda for one-churn 
planta . In t he t wo-churn plants, the coats fell leas shar ply but 
continuously aa Toluaea rose . The optiaWll point for one-chmn 
plants appeared to be somewhere between 600. 000 and 100. 000 pound• 
while two-churn plant• had lowest costs a t about two million pounds 
and beyo~d (Pigu~e 1). 
.., 
Unit coats of building and equipment decreased as Toluaea 
increased, indicating greater utilization of capacity. The efficle-ncy 
of labor was also •hown by the unit coat analyai•. Plants •nu-
facturing between 750, 000 and 2. 000, 000 pounds had somewhat higher 
labor coats. One explanati on waa that these plants required a labor 
force which could handle peat loads but were idle at other tiaea 
during t he day. Plant• of this aize were large enough to require 
a full- tiae aanager but did not have a large enough volwae to spread 
the cost. 
Puel coat and electric power cost per pound showed occuional 
irre1ularitie• in relation to volume possibly because of individual 
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Figur e l. Cost pe r Pound of Rutter Manufac tured in Thirteen Sample 
Plants, Iowa, 1950. 
Source : Praur , Nie l sen and Nord, 5?• £!!_. , p . ~05. 
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processing materials decreased slightly indicating that some 
economies wer e gained from purchasing materials in larger quantities. 
A breakd~wn of costs into departments such as adminiatration , 
receiving and testing. pasteurizing and cooling, churning and general 
plant indicated that churning was the department with the highest 
cost. Churning costs generally decreased as voll.lllles increa•ed 
illustrating the advantage of operating churns at full capacity. 
The departmentalization also pointed out that labor and equipment 
coats were chiefly responsible for the slight rise in the middle of 
the total unit cost curve. 
The study concluded that there were three distinct ranges of 
costs . The first range with volumes up to 700,000 pounds was one 
..., 
of rapidly decreasing cost units . Group two with volumes of 700,000 
to ~.soo,000 pounds bad essentially constant cost units, with an 
indication of somewhat higher costs in this area. Phase three with 
volumes aboYe 1 , 500, 000 pounds bad slowly decreaaing cost units. 
Many Iowa creameries bad a production of less than 200, 000 
pounds of butter per year . It was not unusual for creameries of 
this size to haYe costs of 8 to 10 centa per pound . Plants in ~he 
range of 300, 000 to 350,000 pounds per year could achieve costs 
of less than five cents per pound. This was possible with a one-
man operation, but it had a tremendous physical and mental strain 
connected with both plant and managegal operations. 
The creamery with 600,000 to 700,000 pounds of butter pro-
duction per year could achieve costs of less than four cents per 
pound. This was the lowest cost unit for a one-churn pla_nt . The 
amount of buildin1 space was easenti&lly the same u a saaller plant 
and had only slightly 110re equipment and labor , which was more 
efficient . 
The creameries producing from 750, 000 to 1 , 500, 000 pounda of 
butter were in a disadnntageoua position havinc slightly higher 
unit coats than either ••ller or larger voluaea. The c hief cauae 
of this higher unit coat was the la~ge labor force required by the 
segregated jobs such as butteruting and managing. 
Plants producing over two million pounds annually had t he 
lowest operating costs. This was partly because of the efficiency 
achieved by hiring full- time c rews in the major operationa. The 
unit coats ~ere approximately the same aa for the creameries in 
the 700, 000 pound b~acket. Plants producing three aillion pounds 
bad costs approximately . 75 cent lower yet but had achieved maxi-
mum effic iency. Therefore, it was doubtful, the study concluded, 
that larger plants would get any greater reduction in unit costs. 
South Dakota Survey 
In 1954, a cost study of five South Dakota creameries wa• 
na&de. Thia study further illustrated the coat relat i onship& pointed 
out by Frazer , Nielsen and Nord. The general trend indicated wu 
that total operating expense per pound of butter tended to decrease 
as volume increased (Table I) . 
The sharpest change appeared between plants "A" and "B" ; fro• 
that point , the drop in cost per pound leveled out. Plant "C" had a 
slightly hilher unit cost than did the smaller plant "B" • Thia wu 
8 
Table I. Total Operating Costs Per Pounc.:t of Butter Made from Par• 
Separated Cream, Pive Cooperative Creaaeriea, South Dakota, 
1954. 
Totf.1 Operating Expense 
Cr eaaery Volwae* per -Pound of Butter 
(pounds) (cents) 
A 200 , 000 10.45 
B 400, 000 s.a1 
C 600,000 s.ss 
D 1, 200, 000 4.14 
B 1,200, 000 4.10 
* Annual butter production 
Source: Travis w. Manning, Ralph Pelberg and R.L. ~istjanaon, 
Milt or Cream: Which is More Profitable for South Dakota Par.er• and 
Creaaerlea?, Btiletin •60, Agricultita.1 Experiment Station, South 
Da.tot a State College, Brookings, Feoruary, 1957, p. 11. 
t1ue·1argely to higher general and administrative expense coat, but 
a large portion waa due to aoMy spent for quality improvement and 
educatioaal purposes. 
The three aoat important areas of cost were labor ianufacturing 
expenae, depreciation and salaries for a.dlliniatration. Manufacturing 
labor -.aried froa 2. 98 cents per pound in plant "A" to 1.22 in plant 
"E".8 Oae reason why creamery "A" had high labor costs was that aoat 
of their butter wu printed and pa.c~ged •nually. Thu study did 
not take into 11.ecount the variation i n wage rates that may have 
occurred between coamnities. 
8 Ralph Pelberg, "the Econonc. Peasibility of Whole Milk Pro-
curement b y Creameries in Eastern South Dakota," Master~s Thesis , 
South Dakota State College, May. 1957, pp. 19-20. 
9 
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Depreciation costs declined from 1.95 cents in creamery "A" 
to .23 cents per pound in plant .. E ... Al though these coats varied 
from plant to plant due t o differences .in ages of equipment and other 
factors , plant efficiency was still indicated by the unit cost 
analysis . Some plants had more equipment than others, but it was 
fully depreciated. 
The third area of high costs, administrative salaries, proved 
unusually burdenaome for plants "A" and "C" . The indication was 
that the plants l acked sufficient volume to utilize the amounts 
spent on administration. 
The crucial test of t he cost of operat ions of a creamery 
is in the returns available to patrops . This varied inversely 
with the volume manufactured (Tabl e II) . This amount was found 
Table I I . Amounts AVsailable for Payment to Patrons per Pound of 
Butter, Five Cooperative Creameries, South Dakota, 1954. 
Creamery Volume 
(pounds) 
A 200, 000 
B 400, 000 
C 600, 000 
D 1 , 200, 000 
.B 1 , 200, 000 
Cost of 
Butterfat 
46 . 14 
44 . 77 
45 . 65 
45.26 
45 . 78 
Net Available for 
Net Margin Payment to Patrons 
(Cents per pound of butter) 
( -. 16) 45.98 
4 . 70 49. 47 
5 . 82 51 . 47 
6 . 80 52. 06 
,;6 .51 52 . 29 
Source : Pelberg, .£2.· ill· t p . 21. 
by &dding the i nitial payment for butterfat to the net margin 
available for dividend payments. Creamery "A" made the largest 
initial payment to producers for the butterfat, but this was later 
offset by a .16 cent per pound loss. The net margins gradually 
increased as volumes increased. It appeared t hat the dividends 
declared by the creameries were an important factor to be con-
sidered by t he f~rme r i n selecting a buyer for his cr eam. 
Methods of Reducing Costs 
Fr01ll the data compiled by these two studies , several areas 
of coat reductions due to large sea.le operations were evi dent. 
First , t he high building costs for the sull cr eameries 
indicated that lar ger volumes had a definite advantage . It is 
conceivable t hat a consolidation of~several smal l plants would 
result in a saaller buildi ng cost than t he total of individual 
pl ant s . 
Another area of possibl e cost reduction is in labor. The 
Iowa St udy re•ealed that in some plants . a labor force necessarily 
large for handling peat loads were idle at other times during the 
day. I t would be desirable if the plant was of such siv,e that · 
workers could specialize in certain operations which would keep t hea 
occupi ed t hroughout the day . Such specialization creates gr eater 
stills in per forming the tasks . A farger plant could possi bl y pay 
bett er uages and hi re acre qualified~personnel. 
Economies in the ~se of equipment are possible, . also. 
Unuaed capacit y creates ne~dless cost in many cases. In the 
c reameries interviewed in July, most managers sai-d t hey were 
11 
12 
operating at one-half their potential capacity. The two smallest 
plants, both of Which had volumes under 300,000 pounds in 1956, 
were only producing at one- third capacity. 
By purchuing in larger quantities, t he consolidated creamery 
may r educe coats of purchasing supplies. The sa. type of economy 
could be gained by shipping in car load lot a . This point waa illua-
trated by two creameries contacted in the July auney. One plant 
hae an annual production of over a million pounds of butter, and 
the other produces about 400, 000 pou.nds. The two plants were 
located less than twenty miles apart. Both shipped by truct to 
Chicago. The larger plant's shipping charges were about 83 cents 
per hundred pounds whi le t he smaller plant • s charges were 94 cents 
... 
per hundred pounds. One possible explanation for t his difference 
was that the large plant shipped a full truckload at a U.ae while 
the other waa able to fill only one- third of a truct. 
Quality 
The second broad area where the advant ages of consolidation 
are shown ia quality. The importance of quality control to the 
financial success of the small creaMry was eaphaaized by the fact 
that 80 per eent of the butter produced in South Datota ia shipped 
to other aar.teta. 9 At these marketa, the butter is in competiti on 
with butter froa .otber a t atea and with other spreada. 
9 Brneat Peder and Delbert Breazeale, "How Marketing and 
Processing Methods Affect Butter Qality, " South Dakota Para and Hoae 
Reaearch, Vol . III, No. 2, (Winter, 1952) , p. 25. 
A recent study by Norman Rollag indicated t -hat consumers 
preferred grade A butter with culture, grade A without culture, 
grade B, grade C butter and margarine i n that order.10 In that 
case, butter manufacturers should produce mainly grad~ A butter; 
but South Dakota creameries traditionally have ha.d a poor repu-
tation for quality on the wholesale butter market . The poor quality 
' of their butter was emphasized in a s t udy conducted by the North 
13 
Central Regional CoJlllllittee on Dairy Marketing. This study pointed 
out that creameries in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa produce a 
higher quality butter than do creameries in South Dakota (Table III). 
This study also indicated that while more cooperatives manu-
factured ~2 or 93 score butter than did non-cooperatives, no direct , 
signif leant rel1_tionship was found between the volume aanufactJJred 
by t he indivi dual plant and the score reported by the federal butter 
graders. They reported that Stanley Krause proved the same to be 
true in Minnesota plants alone . 11 However, there are several factors 
indirectly related to volume which greatly affect quality. 
The quality of the butter varies directly with the type of 
procurement; that is, the plants receiving only whole milk manu-
facture more 93 score butter than those r eceiving a combination of 
milk and cream. The plants dealing only in cream had a amaller per-
lO Norat.n L. &ollag, Conaumpt1on and Preference for Butter and 
Marprine in Two South Dakota Cities, Agricultural Econoaics Pamphlet 
76, Agricultural Experiment Station, ~South Dakota State College, 
Brookings, October, 1956, p. 46. 
ll Hugh L. Coot. Paul L. Kelley, E. Fred ~oller, and Arthur H. 
Miller, Dutter Pricin and Market at Countr Points in the North 
Central Reg on, Morth entral Reg onal Publ cat on No. U , Ag~icultural 
Experiment Station, University of Minnesota, St . Paul, June 1952, p. U•l4l 
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Table III. Average Scores of Butter on Hand at Sample Plant• When 
Graded by Area, North Central Region. 1950. 
Score of Butter 
Area 93 92 90 89 Total 
per cent of plant• 
Minnesota 31 51 18 100 
Wiscouin 54 16 26 4 100 
Iowa 5 45 4 8 2 100 
ltana••• Missouri . Nebraska 
and South Dakota -- 11 74 15 100 
Illinoi•• Indiana., Kentucky 
Michigan and Ohio 10 76 14 100 
Total fot' region 24 34 38 4 100 
Source: Coot, ~elley, ~oller and Miller,~• cit • • pp. 10✓ 
centage aanufacturing 93 score butter and was the only group to 
churn cooking grade butter , (Table IV) . 
The conclusion should not be drawn that only plants receiving 
whole milt were able to J11anufacture 93 acore butter, but the pro-
portion a• coapared to the other two forms of intalre was higher . 
14 
Another factor influencing the quality of cream is the cµurn-
ing of separate grades of butterfat. Sixty-four per cent of the 
creaa churned separately accordins to kind graded 90 score or better , 
and 36 per cent was below 90 score . When all c ream wa• churned 
together, only 46 per cent graded 90 score and above while 54 per 
cent fell below 90 score. Thia ia a practice which could be carried 
on in any plant regardless of size; however , it require• more labor 
T ble IV. Av r e Score of B tter Graded t S ple Pactorie•, 
b Type of lnta ~, lorth C ntral R gion, 1950. 
Score TI2! of Intake All 
of le ilk la ts 
Sa pl ilk nd ere 
er 
93 43 l3 12 2S 
92 36 36 33 3 
90 21 30 47 36 
89 1 7 .3 
cooking 
rad 1 * 
Tot 1 for 11 
Grads 100 100 100 100 
* Less than one per cent 
Source : Cook, ~ lley , oller and iller , 5?.• ~ •• p. 15 . 
a d consequently re ex en e which may be a critic 1 fact·or in a 
all ere ry . 
Frequency of collection O·f ere i lao an iaportant factor. 
The re ional study i ic ted that the re fregu ntly ere as 
sse bled , the higher th era.-g.e score as.. for plants gatheri 
ere or than tbree times we k:ly . 87 per cent of the butter aver-
ed 92 cor or tter . Thi c ontr sted with 64 per c t for three 





The greatest frequency of collection waa obtained through 
truck routes. In this area, the aaa.11 plant• lead the larce plants 
with •3 per cent of t he creaa purcbaaed obtained by truck routea. 
In contrast, the plants of a million pounds and over obtain 69 per 
cent of their c reaa through creaa atationa. Truck routea wer e •re 
cormon among cooperative c reameries. Door deliYery was uaed • ore 
often by independenta.13 Centralizer• were the main uaere of creu 
stations. Large coops relied more on truck routes. 
One of t he factors affecting butter quality ia the care 
given the raw product by faraers. 14 Producers selling whole ailt 
tend to have better equipment for cooling and storing than cream 
producers, who u•ually have none of these fac ilities. Because of 
better handling on the fara and in bulk trucks, t he ailk ia of 
,., 
higher quality when it arrives at the plant . Quality is rapidly 
illproving aa 1tore plants shift to whole ailt. An important fact 
to be borne in llind ia that some plants are financially unable to 
•ke the ahlft to whole • ilt. 15 These ar e the plants which should 
consider conaolidation. 
There are several ways by which consolidations would improve 
quality thereby giving the farmer a greater return for hi• product. 
Pirat of all , many of the small plants are not financially able to 
13 Ernest Peder, Delbert P. Breazeale , and Richard Newberg, 
~ • ill•• PP• 12- 13. 
l• Coot, ~elley, ~oller, and Miller, ~ • cit. 
15 Nannl11g, Pelberg and ~iatjanaon, 22• ~ ., p. 19. 
16 
shift to whole milt operation•. By consolidating, the plants could 
improve the financial •ituation as a whole and begin whole milk 
operations. Thia should improve the quality of butter because of 
the improvement in the quality of the raw product . It la assumed 
that the ailk receives good care in the plant itself. 
Much of the cream received by creameries is of poor qualit y. 
17 
The regional study indicated that separate churning• of cream accor-
ding to quality would permit the plant t o manufacture hi gher score 
but ter when sweet cream waa available. In a plant wit h a large vol -
ume, t his might be possible since it would no doubt operate 1110r e than 
one churn simultaneously. The spec ialization of personnel in such a 
pl ant would expedite these operations. 
A factor shown by this same study to be important was the fre-
quency and tn,e of pickup. Distance fuls been a major obstac le for 
centralizers to overcome so that door delivery to cream stat ions and 
rail shipments to central plants have been relied upon more than 
truc k routes. Several improvements can account for an increase in 
t he number of truck routes. The improvement of highways and secon-
dary r oads allow truc ks to travel greater distances in less t ime. 
The amount of time ordinarily taken by door delivery to cret.lll atations 
where it is held until sufficient volume is accumulated for shipment 
or direc t rail shipaent is reduced by collection and direc t delivery 
by truck. Almost all of the managers contacted in the July inter view 
reported that there was much duplication of r outes, but a consolidation 
,; 
of plants in an area would eliminate this duplication and increase 
t he density of cream collected per mile of truck travel . Hauling 
charges are a large item in costs so that this econoay would be a 
very important one. 
The employment of a fieldman can be helpful in educating the 
fart1ers to the importance of high quality and the means of obtaining 
it . A large scale creamery can employ one or perhaps more field.en 
for this purpoae. It can also hold meetings and prepare literature 
for distribution on this subjec t . 
The overall effect of these advantages available through 
consolidation should be the standardization of butter chur ned and 
a larger percentage of high quality butter. By adopting some of 
these c hanges, South Dakota creameries could manufac ture 93 score 
butter like the neighboring atates of Minnesota, Wisconsin and 
Iowa. Higher qcality should be a contributing factor to an increase 
., 
in the price and demand for South Dakota butter. 
Price Advantages of Consolidation 
The advantages of but ter quality improvement through c on-
s olidation were pointed out in the previous section. Any of t he•~ 
methods for improving quality can generally be considered as a means 
of increasing price . Price differential• between plants are hatd 
to measure ; and since thia is not primarily a pric ing s tudy, an 
attempt will not be made to analyze them. However, aoae price 
advantages of consolidation should be ·pointed out . 
One aspect of large c reameries pointed out by Coot, Kelley, 
c-., 
~oiler a.nd Miller is that plants handling moat of their raw product 
aa Grade A whole milt produce the highest quality butter. But they 
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were not steady suppliers of 93 score butter becauae they shifted 
their prOduction from butter to other products. 16 This diyersi-
fication allowed them to switch operations t o those which were 
currently most pr ofitable . A consolidation of small, specialized 
plants could permit this d iversif icati'on and allow hiiher returns 
to the farmer . 
Peder, Breazeale and Newberg reported that smaller plants 
received slightly less advantageous selling ag~eementa than lar ger 
plants; and that some managers apparently did . not understand the 
nature of the agreenents.17 A consolidated J)lant with a better 
financial position might pay a high salary for a well- trained 
expert to manage the operations. This manager could oversee the 
manufacturing of high quality butter and bar gain for better prices. 
The situation where the manager was not sure •Of the type of agree-
ment would not exist in a progressive , consolidated c reamery. 
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An alert manager can also engage in some shopping for 
narkets. This might involve storing butter for unspecified periods 
of time. Coot, Kelley, Koller and Miller reported that anager• 
were skeptical of this , and some felt i t would be asSUJlling a greater 
burden of risk than their salary justified. 18 Managers of ama.11 · 
plants do not have the time to be both specialized buttermaters and 
sales managers. A larger plant can afford both. 
16 Coot, Kelley , Koller and Miller, ~• ~ •• P• 15. 
,; 
17 Peder, Breazeale, and Newberg, 2E• ~•• p . 31 . 
18 Cook, ~elley, Koller and Miller, ~•!:!!•• P• 29. 
CHA I'I'BR II I 
Mi\MAG.Bas• OPINIONS OM MBllGEllS 
Because of the interest in consolidation and the trend 
toward fewer creameries in South Dakota, the managers of coop-
erative creameries in the state were interviewed to deter aine 
their opinions on consolidation of cooperative cre&meries or the 
establishment of a marketing association. 
The questionnaire was designed to sample reactions on thr ee 
basic areas. They were: (1) outlook and financial condition 
of creameries; (2) buying and selling agreements; and (3) marketing 
associationa and consolidations. 
Out look and Financial Condition of Creameries 
-< 
Basical ly, this sec tion was designed to determine if the 
managers were optimstic or pessimistic about the future for 
cooperative creameries in South Dakota. This area was concerned 
about the future number of creameries in the state , the financial 
condition of these creameries and the possibilities for improving 
the financial condition. 
Outlook for NWllber of Creacaeries 
The majority of the managers predicted a decrease in the 
number of creameries in South Dakota. Seven of the eight operators 
expre~sing this opinion gave reaaons which pointed to one thing : 
,; 
small plants can not operate a.s efficiently as larger plants. They 
seemed aware of the problem of iD£reasing operating coata in relation 
to volume. Most managers realized that many small plants face that 
problem now. Another manager differed slightly in his reason for 
the decrease. A problem in his area was the cut- throat competition 
resulting from managers infringing on each other ' s territory. 
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Two ma.na.gers said that the number of plants would stay the 
same. One felt that only the strong creameries re..ain in coapetition 
now, and t hey should continue operations under the status quo. The 
other manager maintained that the volume of milk and cream available 
for successful creamery operations depends on the far ming conditions 
and prices received for other farm products. In periods of good crop 
yields or high livestock prices, the dairy output will decre.,e. The 
opposite effect will be evident during depressions_ or recessions. 
Because of these, changes, he felt it ~as difficult to predict whether 
the number of creameries in South Dakota would increase, decrease or 
remain the same . 
The one manager who predicted an increase in the nwaber of 
creameries gave as his reason the quality programs of cooperative 
creameries. It •a• his contention that only cooperatives atrive 
for high quality butter and that farmers would eventuaily shift the 
volume from centralizers to cooperatives because of the better quality. 
Pina.ncial Condition of Creameries 
The discussion on the topic continued the subject of outlook 
for creameries by asking for their opinion on the financial condition 
of nost creameries and if and how it ~an be improved. The topic was 
then narrowed to the individual plant's financial condition and how it 
could be improved. 
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Six of the eleven managers sa.mpled fel t t hat the cooperative 
creameries in South Dakota were in good financial condition while the 
remainder f elt they were in fair condition. All except two showed 
some optimism by saying that the financial situation could be bapro-.ed. 
The s uggestion moat comionly given for h!:provi.ng the aitaation 
was mergers. They did not particularly point to nergers a• the only 
solution but rather as the one they could foresee as being 110st pre-
valent. Another suggestion given by more than one ~ager was that 
creameries should not over-pay for the raw product. The one 
manager who felt that the financial conditon could not be improved 
also reasoned aloJlG this line. The only hope he saw would be for 
the plants t o keep more money in t he organization for improvement 
and to hire more stilled, effic ient personnel . However, he felt tbat 
the financial situation w~s right f~ the present number of plants so 
that it would be iapossibl e to improve t he financial conditon conaid-
e~ably. Other susgestions for the improvement of the general finan-
cial condition were to concentrate on qu~lity improvement of the raw 
product , elWnate cut- t'broat competition between individua.l creae-
er y territories and tAte over the vol held by centralizers. One 
manager gave no comment. 
The managers tended to be more optimistic for their own plant 
than f or the genera.! picture of the induatry. Two managers reported 
the financial condition of t heir individua.1 plants u being excellent ; 
seven felt it was good; and two said fair . All e.xeept on~ thought 
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nc of th at ~ qu by two an d crease by one 
r 
manager . The reasons for these changes differed widely. Soae 
managers appeared to be interested in entering new territories. 
Methods of attracting t hese patrons ranged fr0111 soliciting patrons 
to acc~pting new cust011ere who voluntarily change plants because of 
better quality progra~ and bigger dividends . The plant preparina 
to add the egg business hoped that this new service would also 
attract more cream patrons. 
Buying and Selling Agreen:ente 
Buying and selling agreements a.re consiclE;;-red means of cutting 
costs. S111&11 creameries that usually need only sma..ller qua.ntitie• 
of supplies do not have the advantage of pr i ce discounts that 
accoJlll)any large orders. The same advantages are possible with 
shipping c:arlots of butter. 
Buying Ag:eements 
With this in mind, the managers were asked, first of all. if 
they thought cooperative buying agTeements would be an &id to 
cooperative creame.ries. - Then the managers were asked if tbey bad 
ever entered into such an agreement . Seveu of the anagers saapled 
said they thought it would be an aid, and four unager• replie4 
neptively. Two indicated that they had actually purchased supplies 
in an arrangeaaent with another plant, but nine nld they bad never 
done so (Table V) • 
. GeneralJy, the small creameries opposed these money-aving 
,J 
ideas wht1e tn~ large creameries seemed to be in favor of them. The 
reasons given wre: (1) the creameries were too far apart so that it 
would be a nu~aance to arrange for a distribution point &Gd pick up 
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Table V. Sw:imary of Managers ' Opinions on Cooperative Buying Agree-
ments, Eleven Sample Plants, South Dakota, July, 1957. 
In Pa.vor Opposed Have Have Never 





of plant • 
Coc~ra.tively 
0 - 300, 000 0 2 0 2 
300, 001 - 600, 000 4 l 0 s 
600, 001 - 900, 000 0 1 0 1 
900, 001 - 1, 200, 000 1 0 0 1 
1, 200, 000 and over 2 0 2 0 
Total 7 4 2 9 
* Volume is expressed as the pounds of butter manufactured in 
1956. 
., 
the supplies, ( 2 ) the creameries did not need the same supplies at 
the .same t ime, (3) there was a possibility of unfair dealings between· 
piants, (4) plants bYying cooperatively may have to purchase such 
large quantit i es that each plant would have to take lots too big for 
convenient storage, a.nd (5) it w&s i mpossible to obtain supplies much 
more cheaply than under the present arrangements for most plants. 
All seven managers in favor of cooperative buying agreements 
recognized the price discounts available &nd gave that as their 
reason for thi~ position. 
Whil e the majority of the plants favored su~h arrangement&, 
only two had actually participated in~ t his type of program although 
aeve ral had purchased supplies under c l osely related situations. One 
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manager indicated that he had purchased from a large creaaery located 
nearby, and two said they bad purchased supplies fro• a large u r-
keting association located in a neighboring state and were satisfied 
wit h this source. 
Mainly, the reasons for non-participation in t hia area can 
be traced to inertia. Por instance, one manager stated that his 
plant wa.a not located close enough to other creameries although 
there are small cooper atives situated approximately 21 and 23 raile• 
in opposite directions f r om hi• plant . A seeond man mentioned t hat 
it is hard to get toget her with other plants. A third indicated 
t hat there is no opportunity to do so because " not much of this 
sort of thing is done in this area." Another gave as hia reason 
for not participating that he had "just never done ·•o." Another 
-.. 
reason atated was that no one had eTU approached this part icular 
manager with such a propoal. 
Both manager• of the large plants said they had entered i nto 
such agreements and gave price as the only factor for doing ao. 
The nine managers who said they had never entered into a 
buying agreement were asked if they would consider joining such 
an agreement . Six replied they would join if additional adnnta~e• 
above t heir present system were shown to them. One manager who 
was in doubt answer "possibly." since his decision would depend 
on the cireun.stances of the indbidual case. Two anagers said no 
because they were well satisfied with their present source . 
Selling A1reements 
The same technique was uaed in determining the extent of 
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cooperative selling agreements used by plants in South Dakota. first , 
the anagers were asted if they thought cooperative shipping agree-
ments would be an a id to cooperative creameries. Then they were 
asked if they had ever participated in such an agreement; and if not , 
would they consider doing so. In answer to the first question, 
seven managers replied that they were in favor of such agreements; 
but four said they were opposed (Table VI). This was the SI.JU 
response ratio obtained in the previous section on buying agree-
aenta ; however• the 1D&nagers were not consistent in giving the same 
answer to both questions. Considerably more plants had been 
involved in shipping agreements as Table VI indicated that six 
plants said yea and five said no. 
Table VI. Summary of Managers• Opinions on Cooperative Shipping 
Agreements, Bleven Sample Plants, South Dakota, July, 1957. 
In Pavor Opposed to Have Have Jfever 
Volume* of Shipping Shipping Shipped Shipped 
A1reements A2:eements Coo2erati'RlI CooeerativelI 
(poundG) Number of plants 
0 - 300, 000 1 1 1 1 
300, 001 - 600, 000 2 3 1 4 
600, 001 900,000 1 0 1 0 
900, 001 - 1 , 200, 000 1 0 l 0 
1, 200, 000 - and oYer 2 0 2 0 
Total 7 4 6 5 
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There were several advantages of this type of agreement as 
expressed by the managers, The main eleaent again pointed out was 
the cost a.dvantage available through cheaper transportation ratea. 
Thia factor appeared to be strongest when the butter was shipped 
aoatly by rail. At that time, the crtamery had to pay the co•ts of 
ieeing and stop charges each time the. car was stopped enroute . Then 
it waa moat important for the initial plant to utilize the car space 
completely either by filling the car with their own butter or coop-
erating with other plants. Presently, much of the butter i8 trucked 
to the central market. Under the changed conditions it ia difficult 
to meaaure the shipping rates and the amount of shipping arrangements 
made between creameries because the trucks always go from plant to 
plant until they have a full load. One manager pointed out that a 
' large volwne allows the plant to operate its own trucks. Perhaps 
two or aore plants might own a vehicle together. The costs of such 
an operationa would haYe to be explored fully. 
In seYeral plants where the principal outlet for bulk batter 
was either a meat packing plant or a food chain, the butter waa 
picked up at the plant by a tru:ck operated by the buyer at no 
direct coat to the creamery. 
Two other advantages mentioned by a manager are the posai-
bility of butter quality being improved and stabilized fro• one area 
and the opportunity for better price {legotia.tion on butter from a 
concentrated area. An indirect factor affecting ~ lity may be the 
,J 
frequency of shipping. When a plant is not required to ltiait until 
it can ship an entire load, it can •hip more frequently and thua 
eliainate the· lowering of quality due to extended storage . 
Of course , certain problems arise here as in any area of 
cooperation. A very basic one suggested by a manager was j ust 
getting the managers together . Another who sold aost of his bulk 
butter to a aeat pac ker felt that such an agreement would require 
ahi pping to a central market where the plant would be at the aercy 
of the buyers. Other dissenting opinions were that cre...eries 
wer e too far apart and that freight rates would be about tbe saae 
regardless of any efforts to pool shipments. 
As Table VI indicated, six plants had actually been partners 
in some form of shipping agreements. One manager stated that hia 
plant at one time had sold through a mar keting association but that 
his plant••• dissatisfied with the returns. He now sells to a 
.... 
food chain whic h makes no direc t shipping charge ; but he has to 
haul t he butter to a neighboring plant where both plants load the 
t ruck. Other plants which have cooperated found they liked these 
agreements because they did not have to hold the butter so long; 
this ia par ticularly true if the plant ' s cooler i a not very large. 
Thia sit uation occur• most often in the high volwae mont ha. 
Several probleu which the .anagers had experienced were 
pointed out. One is that some problems might arise concerning the 
fluctuation• in volume so t hat there may be difficulty in filling 
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a car. The same manager said that some customers prefer butter from 
a particular creamery so that care must be taken to differentiate 
between plants. A final disadvantage mentioned was that under such 
arrangements it is not always possible to sell on a certain day. 
Most managers gave about the saae an•wer to this question a• they 
did to the one applying to the general conditions. 
Marketing Association and Consolidation 
Some plants were hampered in their activitiea because of 
the smallness of their operations. Since there•• a alight price 
advantage to be gained by selling butter in pounds rather than in 
bulk , the idea was conceived of improving the marketing of butter 
by increa•ing print sales through brand promotion. A marketing 
association would undertake the retail sales of butter on possibly 
a statewide scale. A smaller scale br and promotion could be under-
taken by two or more area plants selling under a cOJaon brand. The 
final alternative suggested was t he merger of two or more area 
creaaeries to allow expansion of marketing and, at t he same tiae, 
a reduction in operating coats per pound of butter MJ1ufa.ctured. 
Comaon Brand 
An area related to both shipping and the marketing uaocia-
tion would be t hat of a common brand. The use of a COlllaOll brand 
would facilitate shipping as well as strengthen both plants 1n brand 
competition. When asked if they would be willing to sell under a 
co1111ton brand with one or more plants, six managers replied yea; and 
the other five said no. With one exception, all the yes answers 
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came fr01'8 the largest plants and all the no answers from the small-
est planta. Nearly all the yes answers contained the qualification 
that the partic ipation in thra progr...; would depend on the advantages. 
One of the advantages that was pointed out by three man&&era 
who aaid "yes" and one who said "no" was the necessity for rigid 
quality control and greater uniformity of color . One manager 
indicated that his plant was currently engaged in a program of this 
nature. Two managers felt that the c ommon brand should be a ,large 
one such as a aeat packing plant. One added that he felt butter 
should be distributed with other products. 
Two of the managers answering "no" were akeotical of the 
dealing• between the creameries involved, with the aain thought 
being that there was danger of one creamery trying to control the 
s i tuat ion. Bot h expressed a certain satisfaction froa independent 
control of their own plants• product. They also seemed to agree 
somewhat with another manager who did not want to loae conauaer 
preference for his brand • 
.... 
The next question asked for their opinion on an extensive 
advertisin1 campaign t o pro•ote this coamon brand. It was an open 
end question designed to test their reaction on the cGllllon brand 
and obtain a general hipression of their views on advertising. 
Generally, the managers seemed reluctant t o comment on it . Most 
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of t he answers indicated that some fora of advertising was neceaaary 
but little indication was given as to the intensity and kind of 
advertising that was aost desirable. Two "no comments" were received 
besides one answer that said advertising would do no good. Three 
were more optimistic in t heir answers. The manager of the fourth 
largest plant in the sample thought a program of this nature would 
be excellent for helping oTercome the prejudice against South Dakota ' s 
butter. Another felt t hat a program like the Iowa State Brand uould 
he valuable . The third stressed t he importance of brand name 
advertising for best results. 
Marketing Association 
In regard to a marketing associa tion, four mana3crs were 
oppoaed to the establishment of a r egi onµ or statewide sale£ 
agency, and three were in favor of the i dea (Table VII) . HO\\"ever, 
four Mn were undecided; and t wo of them were inclined to the 
afflraative. 
The advantages of this sales agency u seen by the um,gera 
would be an increase in print outlets for some plants and the 
opportunity to bargain for higher prices of one-half to one-fourth 
cent more on the central markets. Another 111anage r stated that 
Iowa State and Land O' Lakes Brands had been auceessfu.l so he l'lraS 
hopeful for a simllar project in Sou~ Dakota.. 
Table _VII. Managers• Opinions on the Success of a Regi<mr.1 or 
Statewide Sales Agency• Eleven Sa.mple Plant~, South 
Dakota, July, 1957. 
-
Volume* ~ould be Would Not 
Successful be Successful Undecided 
(pounds) Humber of plants 
C - 300, 000 1 0 l 
300, 001 - 600, 000 1 2 2 
600,001 - 900, 000 0 0 1 
900,001 - 1 , 200, 000 0 1 0 
1,200, 001 - and over 1 1 0 
Tot~l 3 4 4 
-VolU1111e is expressed as pounds af butter manufactured in 1956. 
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Some of the problem• predic ted by the managers involve such 
thing• aa the difficulties in organizing a program of thia nature 
and mechanics of operating such a large project throughout the 
country. Several were satisfied with the present outlets and saw 
no reaaon to change. Another manager felt that lack of Grade A 
butter would haaper the success of the association. 
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Prospects for future members appeared good aa eight managers 
thought they would join and three others said "possibly" (Table VIII) . 
One manager explained that his plant was presently engaged in a 
prograa c losely related to this idea. Most of t he managers seemed 
receptive to t he idea: but , at the same time, made it clear that all 
the details of establishing a marketing association would have to be 
settled before they would make a definite committment to join. 
Several managers mentioned that care~should be taken to avoid the 
Tabie VIII. Managers• Reactions as to Whether or Not They Would 
Join Sales Agency, Bleven Sample Plants, South Dakota, 
July, 1957. 
Would Would 
Volume Join not Join Undecided 
(pounds} Nu111ber of plants 
0 - 300, 000 l 0 1 
300, 001 - 600, 000 3 0 2 
600, 001 - 900, 000 l 0 0 
900, 001 - 1, 200, 000 l 0 0 
1 , 200, 001 - and over 2 ~ 0 0 
Total 8 0 3 
situation where the association exercises too much control over the 
indi vidual pl ants. 
Consol i datio!! 
Pollowing the general ~attern developed throughout the 
questionn&ire, the questions concerning actual ~rgers were designed 
to sample the general outlook for the entire state, to determine 
bow t hey applied t hese ideas to t hei r individual plant and to di•-
cover any ideas they bad on methods of pursuing a consolidation 
program. 
Generally the managers f avored mer gers and pr edi c ted that 
actual mer gers will become more prevalent in t he state in the near 
future. 
Table IX shows that six managers favored mergers. two 
opposed them, two were undec ided, a~ one answered "don' t know." 
Table I X. Managers ' Opinion• on the Success of Mergers of Small 
Creameries. Eleven Sample Plants, South Dakota, July, 
1957. 
Would be Would Not Volume Successful be Succ ess£ ul Undecided 
(pounds) Number ol plants 
0 300, 000 0 0 2 
300, 001 - 600, 000 4 1 0 
600, 001 - 900, 000 0 0 l 
900, 001 - 1 , 200, 000 l 0 0 
1,200, 001 - and over l 1 0 
Tota.l 6 2 3 
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The general feeling among the uianagers favoring mergers was 
tbat the industry faces an adjustment in the future, and mergers 
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are a means of making the adjustment . The main cause for consoli-
dating in to r educe t he overhead per unit of output. The cost factor 
was pointed out by four managers . 
Bot h manager s who were undecided tended to be affirmative in 
their thinking. Both of them ment i oned r eal problems that must be 
considered. One problem was the distance factor between plants, 
particularly i n the more sparse dairy areas of the state. The other 
problea iz that of comnunity res i dent s losing the plant from their 
town. 
This last factor also pr ompted one manager to oppose mergers 
on the grounds t hat a creamery was an asset to the town . However , 
he pointed out t hat very small creameri es would benefit by merging. 
The other manager giving a dissenting opini on felt that the larger 
c reameries in the area should buy out the smaller ones . 
The idea -that only the strongest plants remain and will con-
tinue un~er the status quo was off ered by the manager who answered 
"don•t know. " 
When the questioning was narrowed to the individual plant, 
the opinion• were almost equally divided with one more "yes" than 
"no" answer (Table X) . 
Pour of the managers had definite ideas on which plant in 
their reapective areas should merge and some i dea of how it should 
,; 
be carried out . One had actually partic ipated in a merger seYeral 
years ago. Conversation with these managers indicated that they were 
Tabl e x. t,nacers' Consider ation of Herger of 1'beir Individual 
Plant, Eleven Sample Plants, South Dakota, July, 1957. 
Volume 
(p~unds) 
0 - 300, 000 
300, 001 - 000, 000 
600, 001 - 900, 000 
900, 001 - 1, 200, 000 




















aware of the probleu that need study such as routes, capacity of 
various plants nnd the density of milk and creut production in the 
areas concerned. One manager revealed the rivalry between plants 
in the area which he felt would affect mer gers. 
The importance of competition between creameries a.a a part 
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of the "American way of life" was expressed by two managers as being 
an element opposing mer gers. This was closely related to the posi-
tion taken by one anager who said that his creamery would reaain 
independent u long a• it could continue operations. Soae manage-rs 
applied the aaae reaaonin& for the in.di•idual plant as they did for 
the general picture. That ia, the plants were too far apart , or 
the town benefits frOlll having the plant, or the larger plants should 
absorb the su.ller plants . 
The conditions under which the plant should consider a merger 
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should be worked out between the two boar ds of directors . Some felt 
t hat both cooperatives should dissolve and isgue stock in the naae of 
the new cooperative, but others thought the larger plant should 
absorb the smaller one. The conditions under which the Qerger should 
take place depend entirely upon t he financial and physical condition 
of the plants involved. Several managers r efused to comaent on this 
question. 
Only three managers said that there had been any discussion 
concerning a marketing association or a mer ger among their patrons 
or .producers either at annual meetings or inf ormal discussions. Two 
of these plants were actually involved in these programs at the present 
time. The other manager stated that the board of directors of his 
plant had discussed a eterge r at a board .neeting but· had rejected 
the idea for thei~ plant because they .,felt that it would cause a 
lot of trouble and the plant would inherit a lot of debt . 
Pour managers sid they would l lke to see some discussion 
among their board of directors or patrons concerning mergers. The 
general thinting seemed to be that it would be excellent long range 
planning to get them t hinking about this subject . Most of the 
managers replied that their plant was doing fine so there wu no 
need for such discussions. One manager mentioned that a merger 
would put him out of a job. 
The fact that mergers may become a definite trend was pre-
dicted by four operato~s. One felt that they would· become more 
. 
prevalent in the next two or three years; another estimated five to 
eight years . The strongest prediction was that about fifty per cent 
would be involved in mer ge1· s in the ueo.r future . Host of the 
manag~ra i ndicat~ct that ther e wi ll be a change in the future and 
tl1at some ~ergers mi ght be involved, but t hey were not certain of 
the int ensity of this t renJ. 
rhe sia.jori ty of the operators agreed that a concentrated 
pr ogram to foster ;ier gers was necessary; however, they wer e uncer-
tain about hew it s11ould be undert aken. Several felt t hat the 
college shon!d lay the gr oundwor k thr ough publications , contacts 
with the boards of direc t ors and a ttendance a t annual meetings . 
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CHAFrBR IV 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR. 0:>M~LIDATION 
Even though the basis for consolidating creamer ies ia 
economic, that is the maxinlization of net returns for faraera, so• 
of the ll<>at important facts to be considered are aore aociological 
in nature. These objectiona were pointed out quite clearly in the 
aanager interview• • 
These objecti~ns, the alternatives in conaolidation and a 
suggested procedural outline which the managers, boards of directors 
and producers should consider are explained in this chapter. 
Objections to Consolidation 
Managers and employees may tend~to oppose mergers on t he 
grounds that it would put them out of a job. However, the con-
aolidation of several plants would present greater opportunities 
for eaployment. A ver y large plant might require departmental 
foremen. Purther1110re , diversified operations may require managers 
of the egg department , loc ker plant , feed, hatchery, etc . Super-
vision of one department would lessen the managerial burden and 
allow t he operator to develop greater skills in one area. Usually, 
large plants can afford to pay higher salaries than •mall plants. 
Another objection voiced by managers wu that the town would 
oppoae mergers because t hey do not want to lo•e the bu•ine••• With 
,, 
the greater u.e of truck routes, door deliveries have become alaost 
non-existent. Producers then are not attracted to a certain t own 
becauae the crea.ery is l ocated there. Buaineaaaen need not fear 
the loss of customer trade for those reasona. The conaolidated 
plant could keep bank accounts in local towns thus uepin1 the 
ume a.aount of money in the coll2Jllunity ~ Thia could also d iainate 
excban1e charges on cheeks. 
Patrons and the boards of directors •Y oppose aergera 
because of vested interests. Both group• do not want to loae their 
identification with a small plant. There is a certain aaount of 
pride connected with being an owner in a local e-atablishllent. The 
individual i dentity is transferred to group identity in large 
organizations. The decision to be made i-a to what extent t hese 
sociological considerations cocpete with t he economic advantages 
iJl Cbapter II. 
-These objections could be minimized by the careful planning 
of the mer ger. An extensive educational campaign organized to 
acquaint the producers of the advantages and procedure in the early 
atagea would elitainate lllUCh of the opposition cauaed by lack of 
adequate knowledge on the subject . 
Consolidation Alternatives 
Cooperative creameries in Sotrth Dakota appear to be faced 
with a choice of four b&aic alternatives for future operations. If 
the trend of decreasing number of plants continues, every creaaery 
will be affected by one of these condit ions. The four alternatives 
are: (1) continued competi tion; (2) larger creameries purcha•ing 
smaller plants ; (3) voluntary merger of plants forming a new 
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cooperative; and (4) su.11 plants acting aa receiving stations 
for larger plants. 
Continued Competition 
Continued competition between creameries will elhdmte the 
l ess efficient plants and give increased volume and econoaiea in 
operation to the more ef ficient . Competition among the plants for 
produc:era will always be strong because many of the plants indicated 
that they were oper~ting their churna at only one- third or one- half 
capacity. Most managers wil l make efforts to increase the number 
of their producers and utilize this capacity. Some of the aana.gera 
of the small creameries indicated that the number of their patrona 
bad decreased since 1945, and others reported that it ba.d remained 
about the sue. The J>l&ntl adding whole • ilk increased the number 
of producers as had the largest plants. In one case, the nuaber 
of producer• h&d doubled because two creameries b&d gone out of 
buaineas in that area increasing the plants territory; the recent 
addition of trucks was also a factor. 
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A factor deciding •hich plants will hold and attract pTo-
du«ra is the amount available for c1ividenda. The study showed t hat 
t be amount paid for butterfat shows little variation between pl~t•• 
but the uount available for dividends varies greatly. As more and 
111C>re producers beco• aware of this difference, they will be attracted 
away from the amall plants by the large cre&aeriea. 
The reault of continued competition, then, may be a decline 
in the nuaber of sma.11 plant,. Because they ehoae to re•in in 
coapetition rather than make an agreeaent , many will be forced to 
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cease operations in very poor financi~l condition. The patron• may 
not receive 100 per cent of tlieir equity in the plants ; 'llfbtte&a, if 
they woul d choose one of the following altern&tivea, they uy receive 
returns gre&ter than just the v~luc .of their s tock. 
Larger Creameries Purchasing Smaller Plants 
A more profitable alternative for the small plants than ceuing 
operations in a financially destitute condition would be for the• to 
sell out to a larger plant. This move would allow them to U.qui4&te 
t heir stock at face value and transfer tbei~ producer& to a plant 
which would return them more money f or the raw pt:oduct . The patrona 
could choose bet ween having their stock purchased by the liquida-
t ing piant or e.xcha.ngiug it for stock in the large plant. 
The new owner could possibly utilize tbe equi~nt and the 
building in s0111e way or sell it . The -t>uilding cou.ld probably be 
uaed for storage or poultry operations. This alternative WJ"uld 
increase the probability that s-oiae eaploye~s of the liquida.ted 
plant could find \t1ork in the larger plant . 
Voluntary Merger of Plants 
The alternative offering the greatest fairness to alJ plant• 
and producers concerned would be a voluntary merger. There ue a·everal 
benefits of this program. 
A program of this type could involve a number of plants. The 
unification of all plants ~ould reduce the duplication of truck routes 
cutting down a large expense and permit one large plant to operate at 
full capacity. The unit cost of manufacturing would be reduced 
ret urning a higher dividend to all producers in the area. 
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Another advantage is that the patrons of the liquidated plant• 
have the privilege of greater participation in the affair• of the 
new cooperative . The new plant should have r epresentatives from all 
plants on the board of directors. Some of the doubt of the people 
who hav£ a vested interest in a small plant would be dispelled. These 
interests can be transferred to the new organization where pride 
can be established in an improved quality product and brand naae. 
A large un.der-taking would necessitate a careful study of the 
physical resources available. Perhaps one plant would have the 
facilities to handle the volume of the area or a new building might 
be needed. The selection of plant site must take into consideration 
the buildings, labor, electricity., fuel , water, sewer, and railroads 
available at the proposed site. It should be in the center of the 
area producing the greatest volume of ~ilk and cream. The prop09ed 
pickup routes should be evaluated, also, before the final site is 
selected. 
Rece iving Stations 
The la.st al ternativ'e for a plant to select is the operation 
of a small plant as a receiving station for a larger creuaery. Thia 
operation baa been successful for a number of small plants. The . 
plant having difficulties in competing with a neighboring plant might 
choose to ship its cream to that plant for processing. A syst~m of 
this nature gradually unites the two slowly and offers excellent 
opportunities for cOlllplete merger at later stages. 
,; 
rf the small plant has door deliveries, they may be cooled 
and hauled to the other plant daily for churning. The most efficient 
means of disposing of truck collected cream would be to haul direct 
to the processing plant. 
Procedure for Merging 
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Consolidating two or more plants requires nwch patience on 
the pa.rt of the planners. The idea must come from within the plants 
involved to gain accept ance. Purthermore, an extensive educational 
program must be carried out by the managers and dir ectors to get 
the full confidence, unity and support of the patrons. A suggested 
procedure is outlined for organizing a merger . 
1. The manager of the individual plant should evaluate his 
plant ' s operations. The basic points to be considered are: (a) the 
size of initial parments for cream and the dividends paid to pro-
ducers ; (b) qualit y of raw product and b utter churned; and (c) rela-
tive costs and profitability of various departments such as feed, 
hatchery, eggs , po~ltry buying, cream, fluid milk, ice cream, etc . 
The plant should not be using the profits of egg handling t o cover 
a loss in butt er manufacturing, for example. Felberg found this 
situation existing in several South Dakota plants. 19 These factors 
should be compared to the neighboring plants. The criterion used'in 
determining whether or not a plant should rema.in in operat ion is the 
co111>etition from other plants in the area. 
2. When the manager has viewed the plant •s operations as 
objectively as possible , he should present his findings to the boar d 
~ 
19 Pelberg, ~ • ~ •• p . 10. 1-
of directors. They should diseusa the problem and evaluate the four 
alternatives presented in thia chapter. A wise board of directors 
will view the future of the plant in the long run. 
3 . When the directors have reached a decision involving 
another plant or plants, they should contact the manager and board 
of directors of each plant involved. If there is hope of future 
action on this program, all plants should begin a program of con-
centrated study to eva!u~te the resourc es of the area. These 
resources should include t he volume of milk and cream produced 
in t he area concerned and the production trends. They should also 
enumerate the buildings, equipment, other assets, and lil.bilities 
of the creameries involved. 
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4. A very important point to be remembered is the reaction 
of the producers. As soon as t he creame-ries agree on the need for 
a program and begin to lay the groundwork for future consolidation, 
a carefully organized educational program should be started at the 
produce~ level. Meetings, literature and personal contacts should 
be utilized to acquaint the patrons with the needs, advantages, dis-
advantages and procedure of consolidation. If the patrons feel they 
are actively participating in t he movement , opposition can be mini~ 
mi.zed. 
s. Outside authorJties should be consulted to conduct the 
evaluati~n of reso-,rces and suggest tbe best alternative. Qualified 
appraisers would be necessary to appraise the buildings and equipment -,,,; 
involved. Auditors could audit the books and figure the financial 
benefits to be accrued from. the several alternatives. Legal counsels 
should help with the liquidation proceedings . 
6 . When the best alternative has been selected and worked 
out by all cOlllllittees, each c r eamery should hold a meeting and allow 
t he patrons to vote on the proposals . 
7. A joint meeting of all stockholders should be held to 
organize the new cooperative. 
8. The plans voted on by the stockholders should be carried 
out. This would be the step of actual moving of equipment. etc . 
9. Bd~cational meetings and personal contacts should be 




SUMMUT AND COPCLUSIONS 
Sumaary 
A growing trend in business is the ~onaolidation of smal l , 
inefficient businesses into large- scale organizations capable of 
producing great er retur ns on investaent for the owners. Thia trend 
haa becoae prominent in the dairy industry not only on the nati onal 
level but also among the small cooperative creuseriea. 
The cost study of thirteen Iowa creameries indicated that costs 
per pound of manufacturing butter generally decreased as volumes 
increased. The coats in a plant having a. volume of leas than 200, 000 
pounds were almost double those in a plant aanufacturing slightly ., 
aore than 300, 000 pounds. 
The lowest coat point for a relatively small plant wa.s in the 
area between 600, 000 and 700, 000 pounds. This was a one-churn plant . 
The high degree of efficiency_ in this area vaa due to stable build-
ing require•nt s , the use of only slightly aore equi pment, and the 
increased efficiency of an even larger work force . The vol maes 
between t his point and 1, 500, 000 pounds had slightly higher unit 
costs and were not as coapetitive u smaller or luger plants. The 
increased coat wu attributed to ineffic iency in labor . The lar ge 
creaaerles of about 2, 000, 000 pounds or over had the lowest opera-
ting coats. Prom this point on, the coat• decreased slowly. 
The three areas of highest cost were building, equipaent , and 
labor with building and equipaent costs ecreuing aore rapidly than 
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labor cost. The most costly departaent was churning. 
A similar study in South Dakota further illu•trated the 
decli ning costs of larger voluae plants. The three high cost areas 
discovered were labor manufacturing expense, depr eciation and salaries 
for administration. Butter •nufacturing costs were difficult to 
isolate because the creameries tended to charge some departments 
for more than their proportionate share of costs . Another point 
illustrated by this s tudy was the importance of dividends to 'the 
pr oducer . Most creameries tended to make appr oximately the same 
initial payment to producers for butterfat . In fact , the smallest 
plant paid the highest amount ; but it resulted in a loss for this 
firm. The larger creamer ies had more net profits available for 
patronage refunds. 
Butter quality was shown by two studies to not be directly 
r elated to volwae; however , several indirect factors were noted. 
The proces,ing of whol e milk rather than cream resulted in a higher 
proportion of Grade M butter. Cr eam, when churned separately 
according to grade, also manufactured high quality but t er . frequency 
of pickup and care given the raw product by farmers were other 
factors. 
Impr.ovement in quality wa1 generally considered to relult in an 
increased price for butter . Alert managers bargaining for price and 
markets obtained higher butter prices for the creameries. 
Twenty-five per cent of the coopera<ive creamery managers in 
South Dakota were interviewed to determine their outlook for the future 
of creameries in the state and to detenaiie their O?ir.ions to 
cooperative buying and selling agreeiaents, common brands, u.rteting 
aaaociation• and aergera. 
The majority of the managers predicted a decline in the num-
ber of creuwries because of increasing costs. Nany of them pointed 
to mergers as the solution to the poor financial condition of some 
plants. 
Cooperative buying and selling agreements were favored by 
the •Jority of managers for priee discount r eason.a. Pew of the 
plants Tisited had participated in buying agreements, but about 
half bad pa.rticipated in shipping arrangements. 
One-half of the managers favored the u.se of a c ommon brand 
for one or more creameries. They were somewhat undecided about 
the success of a regional or statewide sales agency because three 
..... 
operators thought it would be successful , four felt it would not; 
and four were undecided. The u.jority said they wotiid join the 
marketing association if one were started and would offer selling 
adTantages . 
Mergers were generally -favored. Six managers favored a 
merger involving their plant ; five opposed it. There was little 
indication that mergers or a marketing association had been dis-
cussed. Seven replied that they w~uld not care to have the board 
of directors or producers discuss a merger. No definite tread was 
shown for possibilities of mergers in the atate, but eight operators 
thought there should be a concentrated program on this subject . 
Objections to consolidation were sociological rather than 
economic in nature. Most of the objections involved t he vested 
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interest of managers. directors or local businessmen. PatroM did 
not want to lose their identification with a small plant. 
The alternatives facing creameries are : (1) continued cOlll-
petition. with some of the plants going out of business possibly 
by bankruptcy. (2) larger plants purchasing smaller plants no longer 
able to compete, (3) voluntary merger of two or more plants forlldng 
a new cooperative, or (4) small plants acting as re-ceiving stations 
and selling to larger plants with the possibility of. future mergers. 
Conclusions 
Larger plants have a definite cost advantage over the smaller 
plants. They can operate at lower cost per pound, thereby, leaving 
more profits available for patronage dividenda. This cost advantage 
..... 
is due to greater utilization of assets and labor, the quality 
improvement of butter sold, and better bargaining on the markets . 
The aana.gers surveyed were aware of a future decrease in 
the number of cr~ameries in South Dakota and the need for bettering 
their financial condition. Some of them had valuable ideas for 
improving the plants. A nuaber of operators appeared to feel that 
the addition of new operationa would solve their problems, but they 
should be cautioned to not over- invest in equipment for the number 
of patron• which they have . 
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Moat of the managers seemed to be aware of the price adn.ntagea 
of cooperative buying and selling agreements, but few had act1:ally 
participated. There were indications that great competitive spirit 
exists between cooperative creameries which •Y hamper such agreements. 
Several seeaed willing to enter into such agreement•, but no one 
bad approached tbea on the subject . An area leader is needed to 
start such prograu. 
Although the aanagers were somewhat pessimietic about the 
success of a •rketing a.asociation, they seemed interested on a 
local level. A study on this topic with a specific beginning pro-
gram is needed to obtain their support . 
The general feeling on the future of aergers in South Dakota 
waa favorable . Abaoat half of the managers were reluctant to see 
their plants enter into mergers; however, sociological considera-
tioM seemed very illporta.nt in holding them back. An educational 
program should be undertaken to point out the possibilities for 
departmental aana.gershipa in larger coops at higher salaries . A 
~ 
similar program should also be geared to the producer and board 
of director• level. 
Specific recoaaendatlons for mergers can best be made when 
local interests deaand it. Then dairy aarketing people can study 
the resources of the area and uke recoamendations. 
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